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We report on experimental and theoretial study of the nonlinear Faraday eet under onditions
of eletromagnetially indued transpareny at the 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 → 5D5/2 two-photon transition
in rubidium vapors. These transitions realize the inverted Y model whih ombines the Λ and
ladder systems. Strong nonlinearity allowing for large rotation angles of a probe beam tuned to
the S → P transition was obtained by reation of quantum superpositions of magneti sublevels
(Zeeman oherenes) in the rubidium ground state (Λ sheme). Additionally, eletromagnetially
indued transpareny was aomplished in a ladder sheme by ating with an additional strong
oupling laser on the P → D transition. Under onditions of a two-photon resonane the rotation
was signiantly redued, whih is interpreted as a ompetition between the two proesses. The
eet was observed in sub-Gauss magneti elds and ould be used for eient oherent ontrol of
generation of the ground-state oherenes, e.g. for ontrolling the polarization state of the probe
light.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Three-level atomi systems allow observation of several
interesting and widely studied quantum-interferene phe-
nomena, suh as oherent population trapping [1℄, ele-
tromagnetially indued transpareny [2℄, eletromagnet-
ially indued absorption [3℄. Extension of a number
of levels and/or elds results in new eets related to
double-dressing [4, 5℄, and interplay of oherenes in the
N [6, 7℄, tripod [8, 9℄, or inverted Y [10, 11℄ strutures.
A spei example of quantum interferene phe-
nomenon is nonlinear magneto-optial rotation [12℄. The
eet is based on light-intensity dependent rotation of
the polarization plane of linearly polarized light during
its propagation through a medium subjeted to the mag-
neti eld. In this paper we address a speial ase of the
phenomenon, the nonlinear Faraday eet (NFE) [13℄,
whih ours in a magneti eld longitudinal to light
propagation diretion.
The rotation is assoiated with light-generated oher-
enes between magneti sublevels of atomi or mole-
ular ground and/or exited states. NFE has thus the
same physial mehanism as oherent population trap-
ping (CPT) and the advantage of better signal-to-noise
ratio over transmission measurements performed in most
of the CPT experiments. A typial NFE signal reorded
versus magneti eld is haraterized by a dispersive
shape entered at zero eld with the width and ampli-
tude determined by the relaxation rate of the oherenes.
Partiularly large rotations (up to 100 mrad) an be ob-
served when the oherenes are established between mag-
neti sublevels of long-lived ground state. Appliation
of anti-relaxation oating of gas ontainer inner walls
or introdution of a buer gas into the vapor ell al-
low observation of extremely narrow, i.e. sub-µG, NFE
signals assoiated with oherenes of 100-ms or longer
lifetimes [12, 14℄. Another quantum interferene phe-
nomenon relevant for our researh is eletromagnetially
indued transpareny (EIT). The eet onsists in re-
dution of the absorption of a weak, resonant probe light
propagating through a medium in whih the probe and
a strong oupling beam jointly establish two-photon o-
herene in the three-level system. EIT may be observed
in several three-level strutures: Λ [15, 16℄, V [17℄ and
ladder [18, 19℄. EIT, as well as CPT are often used for
induing narrow transpareny windows in otherwise op-
tially dense samples and/or generating steep dispersion
responsible for drasti modiations of the speed of light
[16, 20, 21℄.
In this paper we analyze oexistene and ompetition
between two dierent eet related with atomi oher-
enes: NFE and EIT. Despite the fat that NFE is as-
soiated with ground-state oherenes and EIT with o-
herenes in a ladder sheme, they share intermediate ex-
ited levels and eetively aet one another. Interplay
between the phenomena makes it possible to perform ef-
ient all-optial oherent ontrol over the polarization
rotation. The NFE signals are analyzed for dierent
probe and oupling-beam parameters and magneti eld
strengths. Experimental data is supported by a theoret-
ial model qualitatively explaining the observed hara-
teristis.
2FIG. 1: Experimental apparatus. Two ounter-propagating
laser beams tuned to 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 (probe light) and
5P3/2 → 5D5/2 (oupling light) transition interat with ru-
bidium atoms subjeted to longitudinal magneti eld. The
probe light is generated by an external-avity diode laser,
while the oupling light is provided by ber-oupled titanium
sapphire laser (Ti:S). OI denotes optial isolator, BS beam
splitter, PBS polarizing beam splitter, M mirror, L lens, F
interferene lter, λ/2 and λ/4 are half-wave and quarter-
wave plates, respetively, Rb is the rubidium vapor ell, PM
photomultiplier, and D photodiodes.
Our approah signiantly diers from the previ-
ous experiments on oherent ontrol of optial rotation
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄. In partiular, in Refs. [22, 23, 24℄
no magneti eld was used and the rotation arose exlu-
sively due to light-indued birefringene of the medium.
Wielandy et al. [25℄ and Padney et al. [26℄ did apply
magneti eld but it was muh stronger (∼ 10 G) than
in our work, therefore the NFE observed in Refs. [25, 26℄
was due to the exited- rather than ground-state oher-
enes. Below, we demonstrate that involving the ground-
state oherenes results in an eetive ontrol by sub-
Gauss magneti elds.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II the exper-
imental arrangement is desribed. Experimental results
are disussed in Se III. Setion IV presents theoretial
interpretation of the observed eets whih are summa-
rized in Se. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Two
ounter-propagating beams: weak probe and strong ou-
pling beam of 1 and 3 mm diameters, respetively, were
overlapped in a rubidium vapor ell. The 4-m long, 2.5-
m diameter ell ontained natural mixture of rubidium
with neither buer gas nor wall oating. The probe light
emitted from the external-avity diode laser (∼1 MHz
linewidth) was tuned to a partiular hyperne transi-
tion of the rubidium D2 line (5S1/2 → 5P3/2 transition
of 780 nm wavelength and 5.8 MHz natural linewidth)
or sanned aross the whole Doppler-broadened D2 line.
The probe beam was linearly polarized and its power
was between 75 and 750 µW. The oupling beam emitted
from a CW titanium sapphire laser (∼3 MHz linewidth)
was tuned to the 5P3/2 → 5D5/2 transition orresponding
to 776 nm wavelength and 0.97 MHz natural linewidth
and its power was varied up to 30 mW. The orrespond-
ing energy level struture is shown in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2: Rubidium energy level struture (a) and inverted Y
model used for theoretial analysis (b). Linearly polarized
probe light was tuned to the 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 transition while
the strong oupling beam exited atoms at the 5P3/2 → 5D5/2
transition. The atoms deexited from the 5D5/2 state to the
5S1/2 state via intermediate state 6P3/2. Deay of the 6P3/2
state was aompanied with emission of blue light (421 nm)
whih was monitored in our experiment and used as referene.
Polarization of the oupling beam was set either linear
or irular by a λ/4 waveplate. The ounter-propagating
arrangement of the probe and oupling beams provided
that the two-photon interation between the 5S1/2 and
5D5/2 states was possible only for a spei atomi ve-
loity lass whih allowed observation of Doppler-free
spetral features. The seond rubidium ell was illu-
minated with o-propagating frations of the probe and
oupling beams and equipped with an interferene l-
ter and photomultiplier. It served as a referene for the
two-photon resonane by monitoring the 421 nm uores-
ene assoiated with deexitation of the 5D levels in the
5D5/2 → 6P1/2 → 5S1/2 asade (Fig. 2). The main ru-
bidium ell was kept at room temperature (20
◦
C) that
orresponded to atomi density of ∼ 1010 m−3 and a
Doppler width of ∼ 0.5 GHz. The ell was surrounded
by three orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz oils whih om-
pensated stray magneti elds. The same oils were used
for generation of an additional bias eld in the range of
-3 G to 3 G along the laser-beam diretion.
The probe beam rotation was measured with a bal-
aned polarimeter, i.e., a high-quality rystal polarizer
and two photodiodes deteting intensities of two beams
3FIG. 3: NFE signal measured vs. longitudinal magneti eld.
The signal was measured with the probe beam power of 75 µW
tuned to the enter of the F = 3→ F ′ omponent of the D2
line in
85
Rb, and no oupling beam.
emerging from the polarizer. Analysis of the signals from
two photodiodes yielded the angle of polarization rota-
tion and transmitted signal power. In the desribed ex-
periment, the rotation signals were reorded as funtions
of a longitudinal magneti eld B at xed laser frequen-
ies, or as funtions of the probe frequeny for xed tun-
ing of the oupling laser and onstant magneti eld (usu-
ally about 70 mG).
III. RESULTS
A. NFE without oupling beam
The measurements started with reording of the probe-
light polarization rotation versus the longitudinal mag-
neti eld in absene of the oupling light. A typial sig-
nal measured under suh onditions is shown in Fig. 3.
It is haraterized by an asymmetri urve of 20-mrad
amplitude and a width of ∼ 400 mG around B = 0.
In a buer-gas-free unoated vapor ell, suh as used in
this work, the ground-state relaxation rate and hene the
width of NFE resonane at low laser power equals to
the inverse transit-time of atoms aross the light beam.
Under our experimental onditions the transit relaxation
time was on the order of a few µs whih roughly orre-
sponds to a width of 200 mG. The dierene between
this number and experimentally observed width is at-
tributed to power broadening aused by the 75 µW probe
light. The resonane presented in Fig. 3 has a shape
whih results from superposition of several nested dis-
persive ontributions assoiated with Zeeman oherenes
in the ground and exited states, whih are all entered at
B = 0 but have dierent widths. Without the oupling
FIG. 4: NFE spetrum reorded at B = 67 mG without
the oupling beam. The probe laser of 750 µW was sanned
around the hyperne omponents with F=2 and F=3 of the
D2 line of
87
Rb and
85
Rb, respetively.
beam the rotation spetra, i.e. NFE signal reorded ver-
sus the probe beam frequeny ωp at non-zero magneti
eld (B 6= 0), are Doppler-broadened urves entered
at hyperne and isotope omponents of the investigated
line (Fig. 4). For light power of 750 µW the rotation
reahes 20 mrad already at B = 67 mG whih illustrates
strong magneti-eld dependene of NFE, and maximizes
at about 0.5 G at a level of a few tens of mrad. In suh
a ase, however, the NFE signals ould be ontaminated
by exited-state oherene (see disussion in Se. IV), so
the measurements were performed for B < 100 mG.
B. NFE with a oupling beam
After establishing main properties of the single-beam
NFE, a series of NFE spetra with presene of the ou-
pling beam was reorded. For these measurements the
probe-light frequeny was sanned aross the D2 line
while the oupling beam was tuned to the 5P3/2 → 5D5/2
transition. NFE spetra measured with 500 µW probe
and 30 mW oupling beams and magneti elds of B =
±67 mG are shown in Fig. 5. Doppler-broadened signals
were observed at transitions assoiated with the resolved
hyperne struture of the ground states of both isotopes
of rubidium, F = 2→ F ′ and F = 1→ F ′ for 87Rb and
F = 3→ F ′ and F = 2→ F ′ for 85Rb, where F ′ denote
unresolved exited-state hyperne struture omponents.
Reversing diretion of the magneti eld hanged signs of
the observed dependene (Fig. 5), whih was onsistent
with the hange of the sign of rotation seen in Fig. 3.
Small overall bakground observed for both spetra was
related to imperfetion of our polarimeter whih resulted
in residual polarization rotation.
4FIG. 5: Typial NFE spetra obtained with xed frequeny of
the oupling laser and the probe light sanned aross the ru-
bidium D2 line. The spetra onsist of Doppler-broadened
resonanes and narrow spetral features. Inset shows the
zoomed F = 2 → F ′ transition of 87Rb and reveals dips or-
responding to exited-state hyperne struture. The spetra
were reorded with 500 µW probe power and 30 mW oupling
power.
While hyperne struture of the exited states was not
resolved with a single probe beam (Fig. 4), appliation of
a ounter-propagating oupling beam resulted in distint
Doppler-free dips related to EIT (Fig. 5). They were
nearly 100% deep at the F = 2 → F ′ transition of 87Rb
and F = 3→ F ′ transition of 85Rb, but weaker dips were
also observed at the F = 2→ F ′ transition of 85Rb.
In a gas sample, the EIT-indued spetral features an
be observed only when the probe and the oupling beams
simultaneously meet the resonane onditions
ωp + kp · v = ω
0
p,
ωc + kc · v = ω
0
c ,
(1)
where kp (kc) denotes the probe (oupling) light wave
vetor, v is the atomi veloity, and ω0p (ω
0
c ) is the entral
frequeny of the 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 (5P3/2 → 5D5/2) line.
For ounter-propagating beams (kp ≈ −kc), observation
of the dips implies that the probe-light frequeny fullls
the relation
ωp = ω
0
p +
kp
kc
(ω0c − ωc). (2)
With xed oupling-light frequeny and the probe
sanned aross the transitions, the Doppler-free dips re-
veal hyperne struture of the top state of the ladder
struture (the 5D5/2 state). Inset to Fig. 5 presents the
well resolved hyperne struture of the 5D5/2 state of
87
Rb with about 30 MHz spaings between neighboring
omponents. At the same time the hyperne struture
of the
85
Rb 5D5/2 level remains unresolved within the
F = 3 → F ′ line, whih is the onsequene of a muh
smaller hyperne splitting of that state relative to the
5D5/2 state of
87
Rb.
Exat positions of the EIT dips and their assignments
to spei hyperne omponents depend on partiular
tuning of the oupling beam. For example, the NFE
spetrum of
85
Rb shown in Fig. 5, reveals dierent posi-
tions of the Doppler-free EIT dips relative to the broad
line enters. It an be explained by taking into aount
dierent tunings of the oupling beam with respet to
the strongest transition within the Doppler-broaden line.
In partiular, the spetrum shown in Fig. 5 was taken
with the oupling light tuned lose to the enter of the
F ′ = 4→ F ′′ = 5 transition whih, aording to Eq. (2),
implies probe light to be tuned to the F = 3 → F ′ = 4
transition for eient EIT generation. Sine this transi-
tion determines the position of the Doppler-broaden line,
very deep dip appeared nearly at the enter of broad line
F = 3 → F ′. However, the same oupling frequeny is
detuned by 121 MHz from F ′ = 3 → F ′′ = 4 transition.
Sine the strongest omponent of the F = 2 → F ′ line
is assoiated with the F ′ = 3 state, the dip was shifted
with respet to the line enter.
Having analyzed spetral harateristis of NFE with
the oupling beam, we investigated probe-polarization
rotation versus the oupling-beam power. Figure 6
presents suh dependene measured for two strongest
Doppler-broadened NFE lines, the F = 2 → F ′ tran-
sition of
87
Rb and F = 3 → F ′ of 85Rb. For oupling
light power below Pc < 0.1 mW, no EIT was reated
and no Doppler-free features were observed in the rota-
tion spetra. However, for higher oupling-beam powers,
Pc > 0.1 mW, EIT beame eetive and resulted in ap-
pearane of Doppler-free dips within the spetrum. In
partiular, similarly as in inset to Fig. 5, well resolved
features reeting hyperne struture of the exited state
5D5/2 were seen at the F = 2 → F
′
transition of
87
Rb.
While the resonant dips reahed nearly 100% ontrast,
their power broadening was very small within a range of
applied light intensities.
Figure 7 presents NFE spetra measured with three
dierent polarizations of the oupling beam, two op-
posite irular and linear polarizations with unhanged
remaining experimental parameters. As shown, the
spetra did not depend on the oupling-beam polariza-
tion. This point diers signiantly from other measure-
ments on oherent ontrol of magneto-optial rotation
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄ and indiates dierent nature of the
rotation in our experiment than in previous studied ases.
While in our experiment rotation was due to ground-state
oherenes, in earlier works it was aused by exited-
state oherenes and/or populations. This problem is
addressed in more detail in Se. IV.
Experimental study were ompleted with the series of
measurements of NFE signals versus magneti eld for
xed probe frequeny ωp and dierent oupling-beam de-
tunings (Fig. 8). As seen, the amplitude of the signal
deteriorates when the oupling light is tuned to the two-
5FIG. 6: Dependene of the probe-beam NFE spetra on the
oupling-light power for the F = 2→ F ′ (87Rb) and F = 3→
F ′ (85Rb) omponents of the spetrum shown in Fig. 5. For
low power no Doppler-free dips are visible. For oupling-beam
powers higher than 1 mW, Doppler-free resonanes show-up
due to EIT. For eah spetrum the oupling-light frequeny
was detuned from the resonane whih resulted in frequeny
shifts of the observed Doppler-free features. For larity, the
signals were vertially displaed. The spetra were reorded
with B = 67 mG.
FIG. 7: NFE spetra vs. probe-light frequeny for dierent
polarizations of the oupling beam. The spetra, in parti-
ular, the Doppler-free dips assoiated with EIT, did not de-
pend on oupling-beam polarization. The measurements were
performed with 750 µW probe power, 14 mW oupling-beam
power, and a magneti eld of 67 mG. For larity the signals
for σ+ and σ− polarizations were vertially shifted.
FIG. 8: NFE signal vs. magneti eld for dierent tun-
ings of the oupling beam. Polarization rotation was the
strongest when probe and oupling beams interated with
atoms from dierent veloity lasses, i.e., when onditions
given by Eqs. (1) were not fullled (blak urve). The ampli-
tude of the signal deteriorated when the beams started to gen-
erate EIT between ground and exited states. The strongest
suppression of the signal were observed for the probe and
oupling beams fullling the resonane onditions and in-
terating with the same atoms (green urve). The signals
were measured with 750 µW-probe tuned to the enter of the
F = 3 → F ′ transition of 85Rb and ∼ 15 mW power of the
oupling beam.
photon resonane. Speially, it was almost three times
smaller for the oupling beam in resonane, i.e., when
both beams fullled the onditions given by Eqs. (1),
than for far detuned oupling light. This redution of
the NFE signal amplitude is another manifestation of
the ompetition between two proesses of oherenes gen-
eration. Fullling the two-photon resonane ondition
with appropriately strong oupling beam triggers EIT
whih strongly modies eieny of ground-state oher-
ene generation and redues the observed signal.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Although rubidium energy levels involved in our exper-
iment form a fairly omplex sheme [Fig. 2(a)℄, all salient
features of our results an be interpreted in a muh sim-
pler inverted Y model system depited in Fig. 2(b). It
enables simple analytial solutions of the density matrix
and provides very good physial insight into the problem.
The model system onsists of a ground state with two
Zeeman omponents orresponding to m = ±1 (states
|±〉) whih are split in the external magneti eld B by
2ωL, and two exited states, one labelled as |0〉 oupled
with |+〉 and |−〉 by a linearly polarized probe beam, and
state |e〉 whih is linked with |0〉 by a strong oupling
6beam. Without the oupling beam the model represents
Λ system whih is a generi struture not only for NFE,
but also other CPT-like phenomena. With just one of
the ground-state sublevels, the model beomes a familiar
ladder EIT sheme. Simultaneous presene of two light
beams and a magneti eld allows interplay of both these
eets. Our analysis diers from earlier work on inverted
Y sheme by Joshi and Xiao [10℄ as it employs two, rather
than three laser beams in a ombination of the ladder sys-
tem and the Λ system whih involves Zeeman sublevels
in the lower state. The latter system allows ontrol of
the atomi oherene by a magneti eld.
We performed analysis of the experiment using the
density-matrix formalism in whih the evolution of the
density operator ̺ is desribed by the Liouville equation
˙̺ = −
i
h¯
[H, ̺] +
1
2
{Γ, ̺}+ Λ, (3)
where [ , ] denotes ommutator, { , } antiommutator,
H the full Hamiltonian of the system, while Γ and Λ
represent the relaxation and pumping operators, respe-
tively, responsible for retaining the thermal equilibrium
populations of the unperturbed system. In our analysis
we took hamiltonian H as
H = H0 − µ ·B−E · d, (4)
where H0 is unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system, d
denotes eletri and µ magneti dipole moment opera-
tors, and E is the eletri eld of light taken in the form
E = (e+ + e−)Epe
iωpt + eeEee
iωct, (5)
with ei are respetive polarization vetors.
Within the rotating wave approximation, the model
system an be desribed by the following set of equations
for slowly-varying envelopes σ of the density matrix ele-
ments.
ρ˙±± = −iΩ(σ±0 − σ0±)− γ(ρ±± −N) +
Γ0
2
ρ00,
ρ˙00 = iΩ(σ+0 − σ0+ + σ−0 − σ0−)− iβ(σ0e − σe0)
− Γ0ρ00 + Γeρee,
ρ˙ee = iβ(σ0e − σe0)− Γeρee,
σ˙±0 = −iA±σ±0 + iΩ(ρ00 − ρ±± − σ±∓)− iβσ∓e,
σ˙−+ = iBσ−+ + iΩ(σ0+ − σ−0),
σ˙0e = −iKσ0e + iΩ(σ−e + σ+e) + iβ(ρee − ρ00),
σ˙±e = −iC±σ±e + iΩσ0e − iβσ±0.
(6)
with
A± = ∆ω0 ± ωL − iγ±0,
K = 2ωL + iγ−+,
C± = ∆ω0 +∆ωe ± ωL − iγ±e,
M = ∆ωe − iγ0e,
(7)
where γik denote the relaxation rates of the σik oher-
enes (i, k = ±, 0, e), γ is the relaxation rate of the
ground-state population, Γ0 the spontaneous emission
rate of state |0〉, and Γe of state |e〉, ∆ω0 and ∆ωe are de-
tuning of the probe and oupling beams from respetive
transitions at zero magneti eld, ωL is the Larmor fre-
queny, Ω and β are the Rabi frequenies of the probe and
oupling beams, and N denotes the unperturbed equilib-
rium populations of the ground states. Equations (6)
solved within the steady-state approximation yield
σ±0 = −
Ω
A±
(N + σ±∓)−
β
A±
σ±e,
σ−+ =
Ω
K
(σ−0 − σ0+),
σ0e =
Ω
M
(σ−e + σ+e),
σ±e = −
β
C±
σ±0,
(8)
where the probe-beam Rabi frequeny Ω was assumed to
be muh smaller than the exite-state relaxation rate Γ0,
(Γ0 ≪ Ω) but stronger than the relaxation rate of the
ground state γ. It allows one to omit produt Ωσ0e in
Eqs. (8) [27℄ and neglet optial pumping (within this ap-
proximation the populations of the levels did not depend
on light intensity: ρ±± = N and ρ00 = ρee = 0). These
assumptions enable presentation of the optial oherenes
σ±0, as well as the σ−+ and σ±e oherenes responsible
for NFE and EIT in very simple analytial forms
σ±0 =
ΩKC±
D±
(A∗∓C
∗
∓ + β
2)N,
σ±e = −
ΩβK
D±
(A∗∓C
∗
∓ − β
2)N,
σ−+ =
Ω2
D−
[
C−C
∗
+(A
∗
+ −A−)− β
2(C∗+ − C−)
]
N,
(9)
where
D± =C±C
∗
∓[A±A
∗
∓K − Ω
2(A± −A
∗
∓)]− β
2K×
× (A±C± +A
∗
∓C
∗
∓)− β
2Ω2(C± − C
∗
∓) + β
4K.
(10)
It should be noted that despite these simpliation
theoretial modeling based on Eqs. (9) are in very good
agreement with experimental data. Taking into aount
optial pumping eets is quite straightforward wih our
model but does not hange the overall harater of the
simulated results.
Equations (9) an be used for modelling various sig-
nals. For instane, in the transmission measurements
the absorption oeient for a single polarization om-
ponent of the probe is determined by Imσ±0, in the
magneti dihroism measurement the signal is given by
Im(σ+0 − σ−0), and for detetion of uoresene its in-
tensity is given by Im(σ+0+σ−0). For the rotation mea-
surements, suh as performed in this work, the Faraday
rotation angle is proportional to the dierene of the real
parts of the optial oherenes assoiated with the σ+
and σ− omponents of the probe eld θ ∝ Re(σ+0−σ−0).
7FIG. 9: Amplitude of the real part of the Zeeman oher-
enes σ−+ as a funtion of the Rabi frequeny of the oupling
light β. Signals were simulated for both beams tuned to the
resonane (∆ω0 = ∆ωe = 0), probe-light Rabi frequeny of
0.3 MHz, the Larmor frequeny orresponding to the maxi-
mum of the NFE signal ωL = 0.05 MHz, and the equilibrium
populations N = 0.5.
For β = 0, Eqs. (9) allow one to reprodue typial NFE
signals suh as depited in Fig. 3. When the oupling
laser is on (β 6= 0) but the magneti eld is o (B = 0),
the formulae an be used for desription of EIT on the
degenerate |±〉 - |0〉 transitions. When all perturbations
are ating simultaneously (β 6= 0, B 6= 0), solutions (9)
reprodue eets due to EIT and CPT, suh as predited
by Joshi and Xiao [10℄ for transmission measurements.
For the Faraday geometry, expressions (9) reet ompe-
tition between NFE and EIT whih not only bleahes the
weak probe absorption but also redues nonlinear rota-
tion of its polarization, as shown in Figs. 5-8. Figure 9
shows how the amplitude of the real part of the Zeeman
oherene σ−+ is redued by inreasing Rabi frequeny
β of the oupling laser. Sine this is the Zeeman o-
herene whih is responsible for the nonlinear Faraday
eet, this dependene explains the redution of the ro-
tation signal amplitude seen in the experiments with the
oupling laser, i.e. when β 6= 0.
For the desription of experiments with a vapor ell,
the density matrix needs to be veloity averaged with the
detunings of the ounter-propagating probe and oupling
laser beams modied to aount for the Doppler shifts:
∆ω0 → ∆ω0 − kvp ≈ ∆ω0 − kv, ∆ωe → ∆ωe + kve ≈
∆ωe + kv, where v is the atomi speed along the laser
beam diretions and k the wavenumber. Figure 10 repre-
sents suh averaged signals simulated with the inverted
Y model for dierent oupled-beam detunings ∆ωe and
sanned probe-laser detuning ∆ωe. The theoretial ro-
tation spetra agree very well with our observations. In
partiular, they exhibit Doppler-free dips whih appear
at two-photon resonane, i.e. when ∆ω0 + ∆ωe = 0
FIG. 10: Theoretial NFE spetra alulated for ∆ω0 = 0 and
dierent detunings of the oupling laser: ∆ωe = 200 MHz
(gray), 100 MHz (blue), 0 MHz (green), -100 MHz (red),
and −200 MHz (blak) from the bottom to the top urve,
respetively. The signals were alulated for a Larmor fre-
queny of 0.1 MHz, probe and oupling-light Rabi frequenies
of Ω = 0.3 MHz and β = 3 MHz, respetively.
FIG. 11: NFE spetra simulated for dierent Rabi frequenies
of the oupling laser, β = 0, 3, 6, and 9 MHz. The simulations
were performed with Larmor frequeny of 0.1 MHz, probe-
light Rabi frequeny of 0.3 MHz, and ∆ω0 = ∆ωe = 0.
(Fig. 10). If ∆ωe 6= 0, the dips are shifted from ∆ω0 = 0,
as seen in the experimental spetra (Fig. 6). These dips
have bigger ontrast than regular ladder EIT resonanes.
The ontrast inreases with β whih is demonstrated in
Fig. 11 and agrees with the observation (Fig. 6). At the
same time, power broadening of the EIT rotation dip is
very small. These features may be useful for laser fre-
queny stabilization, although the dip positions are not
related diretly to the atomi transitions but depend on
partiular ∆ωe.
The eet of quenhing the Zeeman oherene by a
oupling laser illustrated in Fig. 9 is responsible for an-
ellation of the NFE signal. This eet is also very well
reprodued by our model. Figure 12 presents a sequene
of the rotation signals alulated for Doppler-averaged
medium with xed B and ωp and for various values of
∆ωe whih orrespond to those in Fig. 8. The alu-
lated signals reprodue very well the observed behavior
8FIG. 12: NFE signals vs. magneti eld simulated for probe
and oupling-beam Rabi frequenies of 0.3 MHz and 3 MHz,
respetively and dierent detunings of the oupling beam
whih orrespond to those in Fig. 8: ∆ωe = 0.6 MHz (green),
1.3 MHz (blue), 2.0 MHz (red), and 2.7 MHz (blak) whih
manifest by dierent amplitudes of magneto-optial rotation.
(Fig. 8).
In ontrast to previous work on polarization on-
trol based on light-indued optial anisotropy [25, 26℄,
the desribed hanges of rotation do not depend on
the oupling-beam polarization (Fig. 7). This dier-
ene is aused by the fat that in our study the optial
anisotropy resulting in the rotation of the probe beam
polarization reets the ground-, rather than exited-
state oherene. The inverted Y model, very suessful
in explaining most features observed in our experiment is
quite insensitive to the polarization of the oupling-beam
as this beam ats symmetrially on both transitions in-
volving the lower Λ levels, hene it does not reate any
anisotropy of the probe-beam propagation.
It is important to notie that while the real energy-
level struture of rubidium does possess many exited
sublevels and many possible exited-state oherenes,
these are the ground-state oherenes whih dominate
the probe-beam polarization rotation. This is beause
the rates of reation of the ground state observables (o-
herenes and/or population redistribution) are by fator
Γ0/γ bigger than the orresponding rates for the exited
state. Thus, if both oherenes are allowed by the level
struture, the ground-state ones make by far stronger im-
pat onto the interation dynamis (see, e.g., Ref. [28℄).
However, the ontributions of the ground-state oher-
enes to NFE signal have the form of very narrow res-
onanes, whih reets that they are destroyed by fast
preession in magneti elds suh that ωL > γ−+. For
larger elds, suh that γ+ ≪ ωL ≈ Γ0, the ground-state
oherenes beame irrelevant. Thus, for elds on the or-
der of 10 G, the exited-state observables beome im-
portant and the rotation depends on the oupling-beam
polarization, as observed in experiments with stronger
magneti elds [25, 26℄.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied nonlinear Faraday eet under on-
ditions of eletromagnetially indued transpareny. It
was experimentally disovered that the two oherent pro-
esses, NFE/CPT and EIT, ompete whih quenhes
the magneto-optial rotation. A theoretial desription
based on a simple inverted Y model reprodued all salient
features of the observations and revealed detailed phys-
ial mehanism behind the observed behavior. The in-
terplay between NFE and EIT allows one to perform
oherent ontrol of the polarization state in a dierent
manner than in the previously proposed shemes. While
the previous approahes were relying on exited-state o-
herenes, the desribed method is based on the ground-
state oherenes whih permits to use muh weaker light
beams and magneti elds to obtain the desired ontrol.
The ompetition of NFE and EIT results in Doppler-free
spetral features whih have higher ontrast than the reg-
ular EIT dips in a standard transmission measurements.
In priniple, the enhaned ontrast may be useful for pre-
ision spetrosopy and/or laser-frequeny stabilization.
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